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Abstract 

In this project, the behaviour of optic signals in a flex-grid optical network has been 

studied. More specifically, we focused on the search of the minimum distance between 

two signals, which guarantees a required BER (bit error ratio). To make it more realistic, 

the optical network has been modelled as a cascade of state-of-the-art optical filters. 

Both an Intensity Modulation and a QAM Modulation had been studied, as long as the 

first one has been a standard during some years and the second one offers an advanced 

scheme for the following years. 

The used simulation tool is a commercial software named VPI Transmission Maker by 

Virtual Photonics Inc. It is a widely used tool because of its large range of capabilities and 

its facilities for the user to work with it. 

From the simulations we obtain the minimum filter bandwidth needed and the minimum 

distance between signals in order to have a correct functionality of our system.   
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Resum 

En aquest projecte s'ha estudiat el comportament de senyals òptics en una xarxa flex-

grid. Més concretament, hem focalitzat el projecte en la recerca de la separació mínima 

entre dues senyals per tal de tenir una determinada BER a la sortida, tot això partint del 

disseny d'una xarxa realista. 

S'han estudiat tant una modulació d'intensitat com una QAM, ja que la primera ha estat 

un estàndard durant molts anys i la segona ofereix un esquema avançat pels pròxims 

anys. 

L'eina de simulació utilitzada és el software comercial VPI Transmission Maker de Virtual 

Photonics Inc. Es tracta d'una eina àmpliament utilitzada degut al seu ampli ventall de 

possibilitats com a les facilitats que ofereix a l'hora de treballar-hi. 

De les simulacions obtenim el mínim ample de banda que ha de tenir el filtre i la mínima 

separació freqüencial entre dos senyals per tal de tenir una correcta funcionalitat del 

nostre sistema. 
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Resumen 

En este proyecto se ha estudiado el comportamiento de señales ópticos en una red flex-

grid. Más concretamente, nos hemos focalizado en la búsqueda de la mínima distancia 

que debe haber entre dos señales tal que alcancemos una determinada BER, y todo esto 

partiendo de la implementación de una red realista. 

Se han estudiado tanto una modulación de intensidad como una QAM, la primera debido 

a que ha sido un estándar durante algunos años y la segunda debido a que ofrece un 

esquema avanzado para los próximos años. 

La herramienta de simulación usada es el software comercial VPI Transmission Maker 

de Virtual Photonics Inc. Se trata de una herramienta ampliamente usada debido tanto a 

su gran abanico de oportunidades como a la facilidad que ofrece para trabajar con ella. 

De los resultados se obtiene el mínimo ancho de banda para el filtro y la mínima 

distancia frecuencial entre dos señales para obtener un correcto comportamiento de 

nuestro sistema.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Project background 
This project came out with the idea of finishing, or at least continuing, Alejandra Sala's 

project. In that project, its author specified that she thought that a good way to improve 

her work was to design and implement a realistic filter for the system and to simulate 

again the different proposed scenarios. 

I decided to realize my project in the Optical Communications department because during 

my degree I only assisted to two subjects of this thematic, which were TC and PAE, and I 

wanted to learn more about this field. 

So, when I went to Joan Gené's office asking him if he had any project that I could do, he 

proposed me this option, and I thought that it could be a really good chance to improve 

my optical networks knowledge.  

1.2. Requirements and specifications 
It can be said that you don't need a really deep knowledge of optical communications 

before starting the project, because you learn continuously when developing it, but it is 

necessary to hardly document yourself before starting the design of the system about 

which components and parameters does a flex-grid optical network need to be defined in 

order to obtain a proper behaviour. It is also basic to learn how to do scripts, because 

otherwise it is almost impossible to deal with large simulations in an efficient way. 

Once you have that basic knowledge, you only need to patiently design, simulate and 

interpret the results of the system you want. 

1.3. Workplan 

 

Figure 1: Final Workplan 
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2. State of the art of the technology used or applied in this 
thesis: 

It seems obvious that, since the arrival of the Internet to everyday users, data traffic is 

growing exponentially every year. So much so, that data traffic has already exceeded 

voice traffic.  

In the telecommunications field, this means a huge change in the technologies that we 

use in order to be ready to design future optical networks that will have to support a much 

more grown up data traffic in the following years. This involves evolving from the current 

based on circuit switching or optical channels to a new paradigm based on IP packets 

switching. 

These new structures must support data and voice traffic providing packets routing and 

management without needing the information to be in the electrical domain in each router. 

In order to be prepared for that imminent future and to be able to cover the final users 

demand of faster services with higher quality, the communications network field offers 

now a really wide range of opportunities for designing new high-capacity networks. 

2.1. Optical networking 

It refers to the communication systems that use signals coded onto light for transmitting 

information among the different nodes of a telecommunications network. One of the main 

advantages of the optical communications is that they can operate both in short (LAN) 

and in very large (WAN) distances. It relies on optical amplifiers, lasers or LEDs and 

Wave Division Multiplexing (WDM) for transmitting large quantities of data, normally 

through fiber-optic cables. 

Due to its capability of achieving extremely high bandwidth, it comes out as the solution 

for today's and future Internet and the communications between humans or machines. 

 

2.2. Wave Division Multiplexing 
It is a process developed by Bell-Labs in which a prism split a beam of light into different 

wavelengths, which could travel through a fiber simultaneously. That means that spacing 

each beam's peak wavelength enough to make them distinguishable from each another, 

enables the creation of multiple channels within a single fiber. 
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The earliest WDM systems had only two or four channels, but nowadays the capacity of 

WDM systems has increased substantially, with commercial systems able to transmit 

close to 1 Tbit/s of traffic at 100 Gbit/s on each wavelength. 

 

Figure 2: WDM example 

However, WDM comes with several challenges to be solved when setting up connections 

in an optical network. One of the most important challenges is the RWA (Routing and 

Wavelength Assignment), which has the goal of maximize the number of established 

connections. Each connection request must be given a route and a wavelength, and this 

last must be consistent for the entire path, unless when we use wavelength converters. 

There are two general methodologies for solving the problem: 

• Solving the routing part first and then assigning a wavelength 

• Considering both the route selection and the wavelength jointly to solve the 

problem 

2.3. Flex-grid optical networks 

Flex-grid optical networks are attracting huge interest due to their higher spectrum 

efficiency and flexibility in comparison with traditional wavelength switched optical 

networks based on the wavelength division multiplexing technology. To properly analyse, 

design, plan, and operate flexible and elastic networks, efficient methods are required for 

the Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) problem. Specifically, the allocated 

spectral resources must be, in absence of spectrum converters, the same along the links 

in the route (the continuity constraint) and contiguous in the spectrum (the contiguity 

constraint).  
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So once the RWA is solved, flex-grid optical networks adjust the optical spectrum in 

function of the demand. In other words, we evolve from a fixed-size slots spectrum to a 

new spectrum divided in function of the different signal bit rates that are generated. 

 

Figure 3: Flex-grid elastic spectrum 
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3. Methodology / project development:  

As we commented before, the main characteristic of this project is that we have 

implemented a realistic filter. More specifically, we designed a Trapezoidal Filter from the 

specifications given by Santec, who produces a Wavelength & Bandwidth Tunable Filter 

named OTF-970. This device generates cery sharp filters with different bandwidths and 

central wavelengths depending on customers’ demands: 

 

   

Figure 4: Different bandwidth and wavelength options 

 

3.1. Filter design and implementation 
 

As we wanted to implement thinner possible filter, we took the fabricant's specifications at 

its minimum value and we computed the parameters for our filter: 

 

Filter Slope 

 

400dB/nm = 400dB/125GHz = 3.2dB/GHz 

 

BW-3dB 

 

0.1nm = 12.5GHz 

Table 1: Fabricant specifications for the filter 
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So now we had to apply these constrictions to a trapezoidal basic layout. 

 

Figure 5: Trapezoidal filter basic layout 

 

From this, and considering that we wanted a filter's bandwidth of 40GHz and an 

attenuation at the stop band of 100dB, the calculous to express the Stop Bandwidth 

(SBW) as a function of the other parameters were the following: 

𝑚 =
3.2𝑑𝐵
𝐺𝐻𝑧

=
∆𝐴
∆𝑓

=
𝐴

(𝑆𝐵𝑊 − 𝐵𝑊)/2
=

2𝐴
𝑆𝐵𝑊 − 𝐵𝑊

 

𝑆𝐵𝑊 = 2 ·
𝐴

3.2𝑑𝐵
· 𝐺𝐻𝑧 + 𝐵𝑊 

Now, we had to check that we were accomplishing the BW-3dB restriction. So, we give 

Stop Band Attenuation (A) a value of 40dB and we check if we have at least 12.5GHz of 

BW at -3dB: 

𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑛   −>    100 =  −3.2 · 20 + 𝑛   −>    𝑛 = 164    (𝑥 = 𝐵𝑊/2) 
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100 − 3 = −3.2𝑑𝐵/𝐺𝐻𝑧 · 𝑥′ + 164  −>   𝑥′ ≅ 21𝐺𝐻𝑧  (𝑥′ = 𝐵𝑊3𝑑𝐵/2) 

And with that, and knowing that x = BW-3dB/2, we ensure that our BW-3dB≅42GHz and 

therefore we are accomplishing the fabricant's specifications. 

From this point, all the work has been done with our simulation software. To implement 

the filter that we designed, we just took the trapezoidal module from the software and 

changed its properties: 

 

Figure 6: Filter specifications 

In order to see the behaviour of our filter, we analyse its transfer function introducing an 

impulse as the input. Ass you can see in the following figures, we fist took the simulation 

of just one loop and then we repeated incrementing to 10 loops, to see the evolution of 

the filter's shape when passing through a system more than once  

 

Figure 7: Impulsional Response Schematic 
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Figure 8: Filter Characterization 

 

 

Figure 9: Filter shape for incrementing loops 
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In FIGURE 9 we see that, as the number of loops increases, the filter gets sharper. This 

expected result means that our filter gets more selective with 10 loops, because it filters a 

narrower band without having to change its parameters. 

 

3.2. Intensity Modulation 

This is the first of the two different modulations used in this project. It is a quite basic 

modulation but it is really easy to work with it.  

For the two modulations, we have followed the same analysis pattern, which consisted on 

first simulating with only one transmitter in order to find the receiver sensitivity, and once 

we had it, we added a second transmitter (interference) and simulated again in order to 

find the minimum distance that must be between both frequential signals to reach a BER 

of 10-3 for the principal signal. 

 

Figure 10: Intensity modulation without interferences schematic 

3.2.1. Source 
A pseudo-random data sequence is generated in the first module, and the coder 

transforms this train of bits into a sampled, NRZ (Non Return to Zero) coded signal. In 

other words, it changes from bits to pulses. Then, the rise-time adjust, which is a 

Gaussian filter, reshapes that rectangular pulses to make them have a smoother, and 

more realistic, shape.  

A part from that, we have a laser that produces a continuous optical signal with a power 

of 1mW and centered at 193.1THz, that is our emission frequency. 

Lastly, we have a Mach-Zehnder modulator that modulates the optical signal with the 

electrical input. 
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3.2.2. Channel 

The channel is composed of the previously detailed filter and a loop module that allows 

us to choose how many loops do we want the system to have. 

3.2.3. Attenuator and Amplifier 
The attenuator allows us to give the signal an appropriate power that ensures a 

determinate BER value. 

The amplifier is there just to contribute to the noise factor of the system, because without 

noise we would not be realising a realistic case. 

3.2.4. Receiver 

In the upper branch we find an optical filter that eliminates the out-of-band optical noise, a 

photodiode which brings the signal back to the electrical domain and an electric filter to 

eliminate the out-of-band electrical noise.  

In the lower branch we use a powermeter just to bring out the power value of the signal 

after the attenuator. This power represents the sensitivity of the receiver. 

The three other modules observed are auxiliary modules that help us to extract the 

results to text files when we simulate using scripts. 

 

3.3. Intensity modulation with interference 

In the next figure you will see that the schematic is almost the same as in the previous 

case, except for the fact that a second transmitter is added. 

 

Figure 11: Intensity modulation with interferences schematic 
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This interfering transmitter is the same as the main one, but we changed the pseudo-

random data for not having the same sequence as in the main case. 

3.4.  QAM Modulation 

In this case, we have used the default QAM modules given by the software.  

 

Figure 12: QAM Modulation without interference schematic 

 

The QAM module it self generates the QAM symbols and then, the in-phase and in-

quadrature electrical signals are used to modulate the optical carrier by using a Standard 

IQ modulator. 

The receiver uses a 90º hybrid and two balanced detectors to recover the in-phase and 

in-quadrature signals. 

3.5. QAM Modulation with interference 

 
Figure 13: QAM Modulation with interference schematic 

Once again, the only change in this scheme is that we changed the generated data of the 

interferent transmitter in order to not having the same signal as in the main transmitter. 
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4. Results 

4.1. Intensity modulation without interference 

In this first case we configured the simulation to take out the power value for every value 

of the filter bandwidth, which we have incremented from 1 to 20 GHz, in order to achieve 

a target BER of 10-3, and we have only considered two cases: for 1 loop and for 10 loops. 

For the moment, no offset has been applied to the filter, so it is centered at 193.1THz. 

 

Figure 14: Intensity Modulation. First Simulation. 

For this parameters, we can see that the minimum necessary filter bandwidths are 5GHz 

and 9GHz for the 1 loop and 10 loops cases respectively, but it is not until a few more 

GHz that the sensitivity becomes stable.  

So from now on, we will focus on finding from which bandwidths the receiver's sensibility 

becomes stable, because the first of these values will be the one that we will choose. 

Now, let's see what happens when we apply some offset to the filter. In other words, that 

is centering the filter a few GHz away from its default center frequency (192.1THz). 

In this case, the fabricant imposes that the maximum offset possible is 6GHz up or down, 

so we simulated both cases for 1 and 10 loops, and also another extra case, which is out 

of bounds, moving the filter 12GHz away from its natural position. 
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Figure 15: Intensity Modulation. Sensitivity VS Filter's bandwidth. 

LOOPS OFFSET 
STABLE SENSITIVITY 

FROM 

1 0 6GHz 

1 +6GHz 9GHz 

1 -6GHz 9GHz 

1 +12GHz 20GHz 

10 0 11GHz 

10 +6GHZ 20GHz 

10 -6GHZ 20GHz 

10 +12GHZ 32GHz 

Table 2: Intensity Modulation. 1 and 10 loops with different offset values 
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4.2. Intensity modulation with interference 

Now, before simulating including the secondary channel, we have to define a fixed value 

for the filter's bandwidth and its center frequency. For taking this decision, we must take 

into account that our simulation will be based on placing a second signal in the same 

center frequency as the main signal and then moving it incrementing its center frequency.  

According to this, we have chosen a filter bandwidth of 18GHz with an offset of 6GHz, 

because it is the worst possible case and if we draw conclusions from these results we 

can ensure that it will work in any other scenario. 

 

Figure 16: Intensity Modulation. Sensitivity VS Signals separation 

The graphic shows the receiver sensitivity in function of the separation between both 

signals.  

We see that the curve reaches the target BER (10-3) at a separation between signals of 

16GHz, but it doesn't turn stable until 19GHz.  

Note that the curve presents some irregularities that make the sensitivity oscillate 

between -36dBm and -38dBm. That's probably due to the fact that, as long as we 

separate both signals, the secondary lobules of the interferent signal enter into the filter's 

range. 
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4.3. 16QAM modulation without interference 

First of all, we want to comment that in order to keep with our original symbol rate, we 

had to quadruplicate the bit rate (in this case we have 4 bits per symbol). It is really 

important to keep this in mind in case of re-making this project, because if someone 

wants to simulate a bigger QAM modulation, it would be essential to increment the bit 

rate in order to compare it fairly with this project. 

In this case we have directly made a simulation including offsets, but seeing that applying 

a positive offset (+6GHz) and a negative offset (-6GHz) leads to the same result, we only 

took in consideration positive offsets. 

 

Figure 17: 16QAM Modulation. 1 and 10 loops with different offset values. 
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LOOPS OFFSET 
STABLE SENSITIVITY 

FROM 

1 0 9GHz 

1 +6GHz 22GHz 

1 +12GHz 34GHz 

10 0 16GHz 

10 +6GHZ 27GHz 

10 +12GHZ 39GHz 

Table 3: 16QAM Modulation. 1 and 10 loops with different offset values 

 

Although the results don't seem to improve than in the intensity modulation case, we 

have to think that in this case we increased the bit rate 4 times, so this results are actually 

much better than the first ones. 
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4.4. 16QAM Modulation with interference 

In the same way than before, we have chosen a filter bandwidth of 26GHz and we 

applied an offset of 6GHz, because it is again the worse possible case. 

 

Figure 18: 16QAM Modulation. Receiver sensitivity VS signals separation 

 

In this case, the system reaches the target BER at a separation of 18GHz, but it is not 

until 21GHz that it becomes stable. 
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5. Conclusions and future development:  

From the results shown, we can draw some conclusions: 

• The impact of the number of optical stages (filters) a signal goes through can 

be very high. Both in the intensity modulation and in the 16QAM modulation, 

when the number of stages (loops) is set to 10, the required filter bandwidth is 

doubled in comparison with the 1-stage case. More specifically, the required 

filter bandwidth goes from 6GHz to 11GHz for the intensity modulation and 

from 9GHz to 16GHz in the 16QAM case. 

• The impact of realistic center frequency instabilities, based on the fabricant 

specifications, is also really important. For the first studied case this fact 

means an increment of 3GHz (from 6 to 9GHz) and in the second case it 

makes the required filter bandwidth increase 2.5 times (from 9 to 22GHz). 

• These two previous conclusions lead us to the following: if we assume the 

worst case, meaning that 10 loops and a 6GHz offset, we see that the required 

bandwidth is increased 3-4 times, going in the intensity modulation from 6GHz 

to 20GHz and in the 16QAM case from 9GHz to 27GHz. 

• Moving now to the last simulations, where we checked the crosstalk tolerance 

introduced by a neighbouring channel, we see that, even though the filter for 

the 16QAM case is considerably larger than in the intensity case (26GHz vs. 

18GHz), the channel spacing required in both cases is very similar (around 

20GHz). Nevertheless, the system performance is better in the QAM case, 

because we must have in mind that we are sending more information in each 

symbol and this does not apparently affect to the required separation between 

signals. 

 

Future lines 

While developing this project, many ways of continuing it came to mind: 

• It would be interesting to investigate other nowadays-used filter shapes and to 

implement them in order to see how the results change and if the system 

improves or not. 

• Another way for keeping on the development of this project would be to 

introduce the effect of the optical fiber propagation, which has been neglected 

in this study. 
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• Finally, it would also be interesting to change the modulations. In example, it 

would be a good idea to extend the QAM to other cases such 4QAM or 

64QAM, or to directly change the modulation and to re-study it all with an 

OFDM or with a Nyquist Pulses modulation.  
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